
Problem Statement and Prior Work

Spatial ANC Based on 
Interpolation From Reference Mics

ExperimentsAbstract

- Most current spatial ANC methods are based on sound field estimation 
  from error mics, but small number of error mics is preferable to keep a 
  spce for ANC users
- The proposed method is based on sound field interpolation from 
  reference mics, which are normally placed outside the target region
- Two approaches:
  1. Fixed filter minimizing potential energy of estimated sound field
  2. NLMS algorithm for transitioning from fixed filter to control filter of 
      multichannel NLMS
- Achieved large noise reduction over target region by NLMS with fixed 
  filter, compared with conventional NLMS

Spatial ANC based on kernel interpolation of sound field 
from reference mics
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Kernel-interpolation-based spatial ANC
- Cost function of regional noise power is estimated by kernel 
  interpolation of sound field to obtain optimal filter 
- Higher level of regional noise reduction than conventional multichannel
  ANC

[Ito+ 2019, Koyama+ 2021]

How can we reduce error mics to keep a space in target region?
Kernel interpolation of sound field from reference mics 
instead of error mics

Reduce the number of error mics and 
increase the number of reference mics 

Fixed filter based on kernel interpolation

NLMS algorithm transitioning from fixed filter

- Sound field is estimated as

: Kernel interpolation filter : Free-field Green’s functions

Here,         and      are vector and matrix consisting of kernel functions 
that constrain the interpolated function with the solution of Helmholtz eq

- Fixed filter minimizing the cost function is obtained as
[Ueno+ 2018, 2021]

Error mics are not necessary

- Cost function of time-varying weighted sum of         and      to 
  compensate the estimation error of sound field

- NLMS algorithm transitioning from fixed filter is obtained as
Forgetting factor

Transitioning from             to control filter of multichannel NLMS

2D free field simulation
- Circular target region of radius 0.5 m
- Rigid circular object of radius 0.15 m
- 12 secondary loudspeakers
- 2 error mics
- 6 reference mics

- Comparison
▪Conventional NLMS (NLMS)
▪ Proposed fixed filter (Fixed-KIR)
▪ Proposed NLMS transitioning from Fixed-KIR (NLMS w/ Fixed-KIR)

- Evaluation measure
▪ Regional noise reduction over target region
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Noise reduction over the 
target region is achived by
the proposed methods

NLMS w/ Fixed-KIR achieved
the largest noise reduction at
all frequencies
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